
Covid-19: Vaccine doses expire in US as uptake falls by 68%
Owen Dyer

Millions of vaccines are in danger of being thrown
out as the US immunisation campaign hits a wall of
vaccine refusal. The US led Canada in first dose
coverage by 45% to 35% at the beginning of May, but
since then Canada has added a further 29%, and the
US just 7%.

US vaccinations peaked at more than 3.4 million a
day in April but fell to under a million a day at the
beginning of June, with many sites seeing only a
trickle of visitors. Vaccinations have since increased
to about 1.1 million a day, as states rolled out
incentives including cash giveaways.

But the slight improvement is not enough to put the
country back on course for President Biden’s target
of at least partially vaccinating 70% of US adults by
4 July. Instead, states are on course to throw out
millions of doses that will expire before people can
be persuaded to take them.

Oklahomaholdsmore than 700000doses but is only
administering 4500 a day, and has 27 000 Pfizer and
Moderna doses that will expire at the end of June. It
is one of several states that have stopped requesting
new vaccine.

The US Food and Drug Administration, on 10 June,
extended the Johnson and Johnson vaccine’s
approved shelf life by six weeks, saving millions of
doses that were to expire imminently. But the slow
uptake of the Johnson and Johnson vaccine, which
polling suggests has lower public confidence since
a pause was called to investigate clotting incidents,
means that millions more doses are likely to expire
before takers can be found. Much of the population
still to be reached is made up of those who are
vaccine hesitant.

Regional disparities are stark, with southern and
conservative states having the lowest vaccineuptake,
and coastal states the highest. Vermont, Maine, and
Massachusetts lead the way in vaccination while
Arkansas, Alabama, and Mississippi bring up the
rear.

In Mississippi, 34.9% have received one dose while
28.1% have received two, compared with 72.2% and
61.2% in Vermont. Mississippi last week sent 32 400
doses each to Maine and Rhode Island, and sent 800
000 back to the federal vaccine pool.

“In Mississippi, if people don’t understand how
important it is to keep alive, we want to protect other
Americans,” state health officer Thomas Dobbs told
the Washington Post. Regional disparities in
vaccination rates are beginning to be reflected in case
numbers, the newspaper’s analysis found.1

Incentives
InNorthCarolina, $25 (£17.75;€20.6) cash cards given
outwith each vaccination led to a brief spike in takers

last week, with a quarter saying the giveaway had
influenced their decision, but the state still had to
send 1.2 million doses back to the federal pool.

Ohio gave away five $1m dollar prizes as well as
scholarships, but the scheme produced only a one
week bump in uptake. West Virginia, where vaccine
scepticism is high, gave away rifles andpickup trucks
among other prizes. New Mexico achieved higher
uptake with a $5m first prize. In Washington State,
marijuana dispensaries that doubled as vaccination
sites gave out free marijuana joints.

Against this background,PresidentBiden’s campaign
promise to finish vaccinating Americans before
helping foreigners has become untenable, and he
announced plans at the G7 to buy 500 million doses
of the Pfizer vaccine for lower income countries. The
US is also giving away 80 million doses from stocks
originally meant to immunise Americans.

Several states will this week send mobile vaccination
units into workplaces, hoping to spur uptake. The
delta variant is spreading in the US, and now
accounts for 6%ofnewcases, thepresident’smedical
advisor Anthony Fauci said at a briefing. In some
western states it has reached 18%. Pointing to the
UK, where it now accounts for over 90% of new
infections, Fauci said, “We cannot let that happen.”
He urged people to book their second shot.

But the kind of misinformation that has left so many
Americans sceptical about vaccines was again on
display last week, as an Ohio state legislative
committee heard evidence from an osteopathic
physician who claimed the covid-19 vaccine
magnetises people. “I’msure you’ve seen thepictures
all over the internet of peoplewho’vehad these shots,
andnow they’remagnetised,” said Sherri Tenpenny,
who was invited to testify by Republican lawmakers.
“They can put a key on their forehead, it sticks.”
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